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[H]e who has had the luck to be born a character can laugh even at death. He cannot die. The man, the writer, the instrument of the creation will die, but his creation will not die.
-Luigi Pirandello, Six Characters in Search of an Author
What does the figure of Don Quixote represent today? What cultural value and function are assigned to the novel Don Quixote today? As we look back upon the 2005 "Quixote World Tour" of conferences, symposia, and special issues of scholarly periodicals commemorating the fourhundredth anniversary of the publication of the novel's first installment, the answers to these two different but equally pertinent questions remain dynamic and in play. Definitive answers elude us, but considering the two questions in tandem may help us better understand the cultural afterlife of both the novel and its title character. More specifically, the different ways in which the figure of Don Quixote has been (and continues to be) appropriated in various modes of cultural discourse may be explained in terms of Cervantes's method of making the interpretation of his work problematical, or of resisting a definitive or facile answer to "what Don Quixote means." At the extra-textual level, the novel has taken on a cultural value, both as a commodity for mass consumption and as a symbol for political appropriation, that further reflects on the open-endedness of Cervantes's original text. As we reflect on the presence and function of both Don Quixote and Don Quixote in our own postmodern culture (itself a quixotically daunting enterprise), we would do well to consider the degree to which Cervantes himself is responsible-Don Quijote, and it will involve a pair of unmanned spacecraft. The first, named Sancho, would approach the targeted object and collect data on its size, orbit, and trajectory. The second, named Hidalgo, would then collide with the object at high speed in an effort to alter the giant/object's trajectory, whereupon Sancho would record and transmit any changes to its structure or orbit.
The press release announcing the program on the ESA's website presents its narrative with headings such as "Don Quijote-the Knight Errant Rides Again," thereby framing the project in archetypal and epic terms. The project is still in its earliest stages of design, but "once the results are available, ESA will select the final design to be implemented, and then Don Quijote will be ready to take on an asteroid!" 1 Surely the nomenclature and narrative presentation of this multi-billion-dollar project was selected with good and opportunistic humor, in the midst of the quadricentennial fanfare surrounding the novel. Beyond a mere rhetorical flourish, it was also an astute maneuver in the realm of public relations that reflects how appealing a commodity Don Quixote continues to be.
What better way to win public support for an enormously expensive and ambitious expedition than to invoke the name most frequently associated with courageous idealism, especially when publishers of innumerable editions and translations of Don Quixote were enjoying a banner year?
Since its Cold War origins, human space exploration has presented itself with a "quixotic" ethos, but this latest endeavor capitalized on a cultural perfect storm. Throughout the world but particularly in Spain, Don Quixote had sallied forth in 2005 from the customary confines of the proverbial academic ivory tower (in course syllabi and graduate reading lists, for example) to appear on more private reading lists for individual consumption than ever, and the ESA's packaging and marketing strategy targeted the public sentiment behind the novel's improbable success as a product of mass consumption. I call this success "improbable" because, as a Spanish colleague noted upon his return from Spain to the United States in January 2005, everyone was buying a novel that they knew they would never actually read in its entirety. Apart from any ostensible pleasure or profit that one could gain from reading it, owning the novel was important and constituted its own form of consumption. Included in the implications of this postmodern iconoclasm is the notion that possession of the material object, Don Quixote, signifies status and cultural prestige.
"What Don Quixote means" is a more problematic question in this context of the novelas-commodity, for any such "meaning" may be as dependent upon its visual appearance on the bookshelf or coffee table as it is upon the actual words printed on its pages, should one actually open the book. Aesthetic value in this context is no longer dependent on the novel's traditionally esteemed literary merit, but rather on the meanings that it has acquired over the centuries by those "readers" (regardless of whether they actually read the book) who have assigned a meaning to the character and novel. This situation echoes the comments of E. C. Riley: "The surprising thing is that not only do people who know the novel recognize [the image of Don Quixote and Sancho], but so apparently do a very much larger number of people who never have and never will read the book." 2 "Romantic" interpretation of the novel as a foundation for a renewed sense of nationalism. 10 We are left to speculate what those "best passages" are, but
Michener's reading is not unique in being selective and predetermined. His search for the "soul"
or "essence" of Spain is but one example of a larger trend within twentieth-century Western popular culture to define Spain in essentialist terms that invariably involve Don Quixote.
Hemingway undoubtedly exercised great influence over the construction of Spain in the foreign imagination, as did the political isolationism of the Franco regime, especially in its earliest years.
As Spain withdrew from the international scene, its absence invited a romanticized speculation of its uniqueness from without that found inspiration in Don Quixote and its Romantic interpretation. Long after Franco's demise, the association has stuck, both within and without Spain. As E. C. Riley explains, one immediately observable consequence is the Spanish tourism industry's exploitation of the visual image of Don Quixote and Sancho on souvenirs for sale:
"Cervantes has achieved the dream of every advertising man: a widely recognized symbol for his product." 11 What we have seen, however, is that the highly recognizable symbol has been an expedient means of selling many products, a label that can be custom-tailored to new and unforeseen cultural and political circumstances. 12 A wide variety of literary forms are brought into contact with one another, each through its own distinctive mode of discourse; the manipulation and combination of these discursive models undermines the ethical and ideological orientation implicit in each one, contaminating them, as it were, through mutual exposure. The upshot of this discursive hybridity is that the
Quixote subverts authorial claims to guide interpretation along predetermined ideological lines;
Cervantes refuses to explicitly prescribe how his work is to be read.
Replacing the implied authorial message is the privilege granted to the aesthetic pleasure of the reading experience. 13 The prologue to the first part of the Quixote tells the desocupado lector [idle reader] as much:
It can happen that a man has an ugly, charmless son, and his love blindfolds him to prevent him from seeing his child's defects: on the contrary, he regards them as gifts and My quoting Cervantes's prologue raises, for experienced readers of Quixote criticism, the question of whose narrative voice posits such a disclaimer. I will not pretend here to posit any answer not already exhaustively explored by such eminent scholars as Edward Friedman, Howard Mancing, or James Parr, among many others, but the effects of Don Quixote's narratorial and narratological problem on its readers is absolutely pertinent to the issue of the novel's interpretive elasticity. 15 On one level, by grounding the work in the appearance of history, Cervantes pokes playfully at the conventions of chivalric fiction; on another level, however, by disclaiming any personal responsibility or ownership of what we would call today the "intellectual property" that is Don Quixote, Cervantes acknowledges how little control he has over the fate of his hero once his deeds are published. 16 Of course modern literary theory and especially hermeneutics tell us that such control is a fiction, but the voluntary act of surrender is itself a significant anticipation of the twentieth-century "death of the author" ahead of its time.
What is presented in the absence of a clear, stable, and ethically consistent narrative voice is a dizzying narrative hall of mirrors that pretends to resemble historical record. In other words, Cervantes substitutes one kind of mediation for a more complex and unsettling one: the traditionally "paternal" authorial voice (that presumably would have a direct and personal interest in how the text should be interpreted) is replaced by that of the prologuist's "stepfather," whose own role is far from clear beyond its denial of being the source for Don Quixote's (hi)story. 17 The net result of this "subversive discourse" is, as Peter Russell has argued, a dramatic shift in the author-reader relationship: "Cervantes's treatment of authorship in Don Quixote subverts both the traditional authority of an author vis-à-vis his readers and the former's claim that an exclusive relationship exists between him and his works." 18 Beyond this subversion, I would argue, Don Quixote demonstrates a predisposition to free interpretation that has much to do with both its canonical status and its protean character in the appropriations and adaptations discussed earlier in this study.
Paradoxically, the yield of the novel's narrative complexity and hyperactivity is an absence, a lack of authorial adjudication in Cervantes's text, or a refusal on the author's part to prescribe how his work is to be read. If we are to believe the narrator's friend and interlocutor in the prologue to Part I, the author's goal is to "destroy the authority and influence that books of chivalry enjoy in the world and among the general public" (16) . Don Quixote would therefore be a character originally employed as a negative example, a cautionary figure meant to "set the reader straight." If we were to believe this, his future employment as an idealistic and heroic figure would seem to fly in the face of logic. But we learn soon enough not to trust the words of this narrator's friend, nor the words of the prologue's narrator himself, nor those of any other narrator involved in the perspectival slew of discursive levels for which the novel is so famous;
critics have written of principal narrators, intra-and extra-diegetic narrators, editors, and supernarrators, to name a few of the many terms that have appeared in Quixote criticism. The latter term is coined by James Parr in his book-length study of this problem, but by no means does it solve the riddle: "Cervantes's text is slippery. He shifts masks on us without warning." 19 The most prominent of these narrators, translators, and historians, Cide Hamete Beningeli, is of course the least reliable of all, especially since (as Cervantes warns us) he is a Moor and therefore by nature a liar.
But even if we were to accept him as a reliable transmitter of truth, the fixed signification of language is further destabilized by Don Quixote himself, who filters life through his would offer is that the Quixote privileges reception and interpretation in and of themselves above all else, the consequence of which is that Cervantes must refuse to prescribe a "correct reading" Over the course of this transformation, as Pirandello suggests in the citation at the beginning of this article, our hero ceased to be the exclusive possession of Cervantes. If
Unamuno's use of him is largely due to a Romantic interpretation of the novel, then Picasso's recycling is in fact an interpretation of an interpretation, a telling prelude to postmodernism.
Given his position on how the public should interpret his own work and any possible symbolism therein, perhaps Picasso was more entitled than any other adaptor of Don Quixote. In response to one critic's analysis of the symbolism of Guernica, Picasso refuses to recognize a "correct reading" of the work: "Sure, they're symbols. But it isn't up to the painter to create the symbols. . . . The public who look at the picture must see in the horse and the bull symbols which they interpret as they understand them." 27 Three centuries earlier, we will recall, Cervantes urged the reader of his prologue that "you have your own soul in your own body, and your own free will like anybody else, and you are sitting in your own home, where you are the lord and master just as much as the king is of his taxes" (11) . 
